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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a method for desirably
redistributing a wireless sensor network’s energy consumption
from its sensor nodes (which may have scarce energy resources
obtained through energy harvesting, for example) to its central
node (which often has an abundant energy resource, such as the
mains). At the cost of increasing the central node’s decoding
complexity, our method facilitates (1) a signiﬁcant reduction in
the number of times the sensor nodes are required to retransmit
data owing to transmission errors and/or (2) a reduction of up to
3.99 dB in the sensor node’s total transmit energy consumption.
We show that our approach can reduce the overall energy
consumption of transmitting sensor nodes by more than 20%
in practice.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since its introduction, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard designed
for low-rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) [1]
has found application in pervasive Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). These typically comprise a number of smart sensor
nodes that are required to maintain sporadic but reliable
communications with each other for extended periods of time.
A star-structured network toplogy is often employed, with all
data frames being routed via a central node, which coordinates
the reactions of the system’s application layer to the sensed
data. Owing to its integration into the higher-level system, the
central node typically has abundant energy resources, such as
the mains. By contrast, some or all of the sensor nodes may
have limited energy resources, relying on energy harvesting for
example, to maintain their operation. This unequal distribution
of energy in pervasive WSNs motivates this paper’s introduction of an iterative-decoding aided augmentation to the IEEE
802.15.4 2 450 MHz PHYsical layer (PHY) [1], as detailed in
Section II.
In Section III of this paper, we show that our augmented
PHY facilitates a signiﬁcantly improved data Frame Error Rate
(FER) performance and/or requires a signiﬁcantly reduced
transmit energy. While this is achieved at the cost of an
increased decoding complexity (as well as a slightly higher
encoding complexity), opting for this trade-off is desirable
in the pervasive WSNs described above. More speciﬁcally,
when transmitting, the limited energy resources of the sensor
nodes beneﬁt from the reduced transmit energy consumption
that is facilitated by the augmented PHY. Additionally, owing
to the reduced FER that this yields, the data frames will
become unacknowledged less frequently and less sensor node
energy will be consumed by retransmissions. In fact, if we
assume that all data frames will be received without error,

further sensor node energy can be saved by not listening
for acknowledgements at all, although data can be lost using
this approach. Upon the reception of the data frames, the
central node can afford the increased decoding complexity
owing to its abundant energy resources. When the central node
relays the data frames, the standard PHY may be employed
without augmentation so that the sensor nodes do not incur the
augmentation’s increased decoding complexity. In this case,
a low FER can be maintained by employing an increased
transmit energy, which can be afforded by the central node
owing to its abundant energy resources.
Finally, we offer our conclusions in Section IV.
II. AUGMENTED PHY
In this section, we introduce our augmented PHY. This may
be invoked to convey the PHY payloads of the IEEE 802.15.4
data frames [1, Section 5.5.3.2], which have 118 possible
transmission frame lengths in the range Mp ∈ [10 . . . 127]
bytes [1, Figure 11]. Note that the proposed augmentation
cannot be invoked to convey the Mh = 6-byte headers of
the data frames [1, Section 6.3]. This is because the headers
contain the synchronisation sequence and the PHY payload
length, both of which must be recovered before iterative decoding can commence in the proposed augmentation to the PHY.
However, using the standard PHY without augmentation to
convey the headers has the beneﬁt of maintaining compatibility
with existing IEEE 802.15.4 networks.
Let us begin by summarizing the operation of the standard
PHY, when conveying the PHY payloads of data frames, before describing how this is augmented by the proposals of this
paper. The PHY employs Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) operation [1, Section 6.5], invoking Pseudo-random
Noise (PN) spreading [2] and Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift
Keying (O-QPSK) [3], as shown in Figure 1. During PN
spreading, the Mp -byte PHY payload b is decomposed into
sets of k = 4 consecutive bits, which are mapped to n = 32chip codewords [1, Table 24]. These codewords are concatenated to obtain the chip sequence c, which has 118 possible
lengths Np = 8Mp n/k ∈ {640, 704, 768, . . . , 8128}, like the
PHY payload b. Finally, O-QPSK modulation is employed to
convert the chip sequence c into the modulated signal s [1,
Section 6.5.2.4], as shown in Figure 1.
During the demodulation of the received signal s̃, the demodulator expresses its conﬁdence that a particular transmitted
chip in c had a ‘0’- or a ‘1’-value using a corresponding
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Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio (LLR) [4] in the sequence L(c).
Finally, the PN despreader of Figure 1 decodes the LLRs L(c)
[5] in order to obtain a reconstruction b̃ of the PHY payload
b.
A schematic for our proposed augmentation to the PHY
is provided in Figure 2. Note that this schematic retains the
PN spreading and O-QPSK modulation of the standard PHY
depicted in Figure 1. However, in the transmitter of Figure 2,
the PN spreader is serially concatenated [6] with a rate-1
encoder [7], which is invoked before O-QPSK modulation. As
is common for concatenated codes [6], the PN spreader and
the rate-1 encoder are separated by an interleaver. Note that
the additional processing required to perform interleaving and
rate-1 encoding is responsible for the marginally increased encoding complexity of the augmented PHY. The operation and
complexity of these components is discussed in Sections II-A
and II-B.
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Iterative decoding [8] is employed in the receiver of the
augmented PHY, which repeatedly alternates the operation
of the PN despreader and the rate-1 decoder, as shown in
Figure 2. This is in contrast to the standard PHY’s receiver,
which requires only the ‘one-shot’ non-iterative activation of
the PN despreader. Since the augmented PHY invests more
decoding complexity than the standard PHY, it can be expected
to achieve a lower Payload Error Rate (PER) for a particular
transmit energy. The iterative decoding process is described in
Section II-C, while the resultant PER improvement, transmit
energy gain and decoding complexity are quantiﬁed in Section III.
Note that our iterative decoding approach differs from the
iteratively decoded DSSS schemes found in the literature [9],
[10], which do not invoke the PN despreader during the
iterative decoding process. Instead, the PN despreader is either
replaced with a low-rate iteratively decoded turbo code [9] or
iterative turbo decoding is invoked only after the independent
PN despreading operation [10]. Our approach has a greater resemblance to chip-interleaved Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) schemes [11], which employ iterative despreading
and MultiUser Detection (MUD) [12].
In the following sub-sections, we detail the interleaving,
rate-1 encoding and iterative decoding processes employed by

In the transmitter of the augmented PHY of Figure 2,
Np
is interleaved, rather
the Np -chip sequence c = {c[n]}n=1
than O-QPSK modulated like in the standard PHY. Here, the
interleaver re-arranges the order of the chips in the sequence c
in the particular manner described by the interleaver mappings
Np
. More speciﬁcally, the resultant interleaved
Π = {Π[n]}n=1
Np
chip sequence c = {c [n]}n=1
is obtained according to

the mappings c [n] = c[Π[n]], where Π[n] ∈ [1, Np ] =
Π[m] ∈ [1, Np ] ∀ n ∈ [1, Np ] = m ∈ [1, Np ]. Similarly,
the deinterleaver in the augmented PHY’s receiver of Figure 2
is employed to reverse this re-arrangement and hence restore
the original ordering.
The above-mentioned re-arrangement operations are necessary because the achievable iterative decoding performance
and, hence, the achieveable PER performance are commensurate with the degree to which the chip ordering in c appears
to be randomized [13]. Note that an improved PER performance can be expected for longer PHY payloads, since the
interleaver’s ability to pseudo-randomly re-arrange the order
of the chips in the sequence c is commensurate with its length
Np . As this implies, a different set of interleaver mappings
Π is required for each of the 118 possible lengths Np ∈
{640, 704, 768, . . . , 8128} of the chip-sequence c. These mappings must be available in both the transmitter
and the receiver

N
log2 (Np ) ≈
of the augmented PHY, requiring
p
Np
800 KB of Read Only Memory (ROM). While this can be
afforded in the WSN’s central node, it is undesirable (and it
turns out unnecessary) in a simple sensor node.
This motivates the use of so-called deterministic interleavers
[13] in the augmented PHY. Rather than using raw interleaver
mappings Π, deterministic interleavers require the storage of
only a small number of parameters, which unambiguously
describe a particular way of re-arranging the chips in the
sequence c. Deterministic interleavers therefore require less
ROM than random interleavers. However, it becomes a challenge to ﬁnd parameters that yield beneﬁcial pseudo-random
re-arrangements.
We elected to employ Dithered Relative Prime (DRP)
interleaver designs [14], since these are capable of yielding
pseudo-random re-arrangements. The parameters of the interleavers were selected using a specially designed Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [15], which searched for designs maximising
a ‘randomness’ metric. We found that the resultant designs
may be stored using about 12 KB of ROM, which is signiﬁcantly less than the 800 KB required by the randomly
designed interleavers. In Section III, we shall show that there
is no PER performance penalty associated with employing
our deterministic interleaver designs instead of the randomly
designed interleavers.
A further beneﬁt of using DRP interleavers is that they
impose only a small additional complexity upon the transmitter
of the augmented PHY, since they employ only three lowcomplexity re-arrangement operations [14]. We may assume

that each of these operations can be implemented using a
single clock cycle for each of the Np chips in the data payload,
requiring a total of 3Np clock cycles. This is a conservative
estimate, since a practical implementation could process a
number of chips in parallel during each clock cycle. The
associated energy consumption associated with this processing
shall be investigated in Section III-B.
B. Rate-1 encoding
Following chip interleaving in the augmented PHY’s transmitter of Figure 2, the resultant Np -chip sequence c is
encoded using the rate-1 encoder [7] in order to obtain the
Np
sequence c = {c [n]}n=1
. The rate-1 encoder operates on
the basis of a single modulo-2 memory element and a single
modulo-2 addition according to c [n] = c [n] ⊕ c [n − 1],
where n ∈ [1 . . . Np ] and c [0] = 0.
Owing to the simplicity of rate-1 encoding, it imposes
only a small additional complexity upon the transmitter of
the augmented PHY. In Section III-B, we shall conservatively
assume that a single clock cycle is required to encode each of
the Np chips in the data payload. With reference to Section IIA, a total of 4Np clock cycles is therefore required to perform
interleaving and rate-1 encoding.
Following rate-1 encoding in the augmented PHY of Figure 2, the encoded chip sequence c is O-QPSK modulated,
similarly to the standard PHY of Figure 1. Note that since
the encoded chip sequence c contains the same Np number
of chips as the sequence c, the PHY employing the proposed
augmentation transmits the same amount of information as
the standard PHY of Figure 1. The direct comparison of these
PHYs is therefore fair and we shall employ the PHY without
augmentation as a bench-marker in order to assess the performance of the PHY employing the proposed augmentation.
C. Iterative decoding
In the receiver of the augmented PHY shown in Figure 2, the
O-QPSK demodulator [4] generates the LLR sequence L(c )
to express its conﬁdence in the values of the transmitted chips
in c . Following this, iterative decoding proceeds with the
alternated iterative activation of the rate-1 decoder and the PN
despreader. These exchange any new information that they can
obtain in the form of the so-called extrinsic LLR sequences
Le (c ) and Le (c) [16]. After interleaving or deinterleaving as
appropriate, these extrinsic LLR sequences are employed as
so-called a priori LLR sequences La (c) and La (c ) [16] in
order to assist the operation of the other constituent decoder.
Note that at the commencement of iterative decoding, the
PN despreader will not yet have been invoked and hence the
a priori LLR sequence La (c ) will be unavailable to assist
the operation of the rate-1 decoder. In this case, the extrinsic
LLR sequence Le (c ) is generated by considering only the
LLR sequence L(c ) provided by the O-QPSK demodulator
of Figure 2. However, in all subsequent decoding iterations, the
rate-1 decoder generates the extrinsic LLR sequence Le (c ) by
considering both the a priori LLR sequence La (c ) and the
LLR sequence L(c ) provided by the O-QPSK demodulator.

Upon each successive decoding iteration, the rate-1 decoder
and the PN despreader obtain more and more conﬁdence in
the values of the transmitted chips in c and c . This extrinsic
information exchange continues until no more new information
about the transmitted chips can be gleaned, whereupon convergence is deemed to have been achieved. This event may
be detected by employing the averaging method of [17] to
measure the mutual information [18] of the extrinsic LLR
sequence Le (c ) and by comparing it with that measured in the
previous decoding iteration. When the mutual information of
the extrinsic LLR sequence Le (c ) stops increasing, iterative
decoding can be curtailed and the reconstructed PHY payload
b̃ may be output.
In the receiver of the proposed augmentation to the PHY
shown in Figure 2, the PN despreader operates on the basis
of the Soft-In Soft-Out (SISO) decoder of [4], while the
rate-1 decoder applies the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR)
algorithm [19] to a trellis structure [20]. In both cases, all
calculations are performed in the logarithmic domain, using an
eight-entry lookup table to correct the Jacobian approximation
[16]. As a result, all calculations can be performed using only
Add, Compare and Select (ACS) operations, which may be
performed in a single clock cycle by a simple ﬁxed-point
Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU).
III. R ESULTS
In this section we compare and discuss the PERs that may
be obtained when using both the augmented PHY and the
standard PHY without augmentation to convey PHY payloads
comprising various numbers of chips in the range of Np =
8Mp n/k ∈ {640, 704, 768, . . . , 8128}. We also investigate the
error rate associated with the PHY headers, which always
comprise a total of Nh = 8Mh n/k = 384 chips [1, Section 6.3]. As described in Section II, the PHY headers are
always transmitted using the PHY without augmentation, even
when the augmentation is employed during the transmission of
the PHY payload. For this reason, we only consider the Header
Error Rate (HER) associated with the standard PHY. Later, the
HER and PERs are combined to obtain an expression for the
FER. We also quantify the additional encoding and decoding
complexity that is associated with the augmented PHY.
A. FER performance
The PER and HER performances were investigated using
Monte Carlo simulations, which were each continued until we
observed 1 000 erroneous payloads or headers, as appropriate.
In common with [1, Figure E.2], we considered transmissions
over line-of-sight Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channels. Here, a range of channel Signal to Noise Ratios
(SNRs) per payload chip Epc /N0 and per header chip Ehc /N0
[1, Section E.5.5.5.1] were considered. Note that these Epc /N0
and Ehc /N0 values were selected to be in excess of the
schemes’ channel capacity bound of −10.26 dB [3]. Our
results are plotted in Figure 3.
Observe in Figure 3 that the standard PHY without augmentation achieves lower PERs when shorter payloads are
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employed, since these comprise less chips that may be corrupted. By contrast, the augmented PHY achieves lower PERs
when longer payloads are employed, since these employ longer
DRP interleavers, as discussed in Section II-A. This beneﬁcial
effect outweighs the above-mentioned increased corruption
probabilities that are associated with longer payloads. Note
that the PER results plotted in Figure 3 for the augmented PHY
using DRP interleavers were found to be indistinguishable
from those obtained using randomly designed interleavers
[21].
Let us now compare the PER performances of the augmented and standard PHYs in scenarios where they convey
an equal number of Np payload chips in the presence of noise
having the same power spectral density of N0 . As predicted in
Section II, the augmented PHY always achieves a lower PER
Pp than the standard PHY without augmentation, regardless of
how much transmit energy per payload chip Epc is employed,
as shown in Figure 3. Hence, the amount of sensor node energy
that is consumed by retransmitting erroneously received data
is signiﬁcantly reduced, when employing the augmented PHY
instead of the standard PHY, as discussed in Section I.
In an alternative interpretation of Figure 3, the augmented
PHY can always achieve a particular PER Pp using a lower
transmit energy per payload chip Epc than the standard PHY.
Indeed, the discrepancies between the channel capacity bound
of −10.26 dB and the augmented PHY’s PER plots are
approximately equal to half of the discrepancies associated
with the standard PHY without augmentation, as shown in
Figure 3. Table I lists the Epc gains that may be achieved
by transmitting the PHY payload using the augmented PHY
instead of the PHY without augmentation at a PER of Pp =
0.001.

Note that the PERs plotted in Figure 3 assume that the
PHY headers are received without error. This is because the
PHY headers convey the synchronisation sequence and the
PHY payload length, both of which must be recovered without
error before iterative decoding may commence in the proposed
augmentation to the PHY. In the more realistic scenario where
error-free PHY headers cannot be guaranteed, the FER P can
be obtained as
P = Ph + Pp (1 − Ph ).

(1)

In this case, the overall transmit energy per chip Ec is given
by
Np Epc + Nh Ehc
Ec =
.
(2)
Np + N h
Here, the values of Epc and Ehc may be specially selected
in order to minimize the overall transmit energy per chip
Ec that is required to obtain a particular FER P . When the
PHY payload is conveyed using the standard PHY without
augmentation, the transmit energy per payload chip Epc should
equal the chip energy Ehc that is employed to transmit the
headers, since these are also conveyed using the standard PHY.
By contrast, when the PHY payload is conveyed using the
augmented PHY, the overall transmit energy per chip Ec is
minimized by employing different values of Epc and Ehc .
We therefore conducted a search to ﬁnd the optimal values
of Epc and Ehc that yield FERs of P = 0.001 for each PHY
payload length Np considered. For the case where Np = 640,
the optimal value of Ehc was found to be 2.78 dB higher
than the optimal value of Epc . This discrepancy was found
to increase with the PHY payload length, equalling 3.89 dB
when Np = 8 128. Table I lists the gains in the minimized
overall transmit energies per chip Ec that may be achieved by
employing the augmented PHY instead of the standard PHY
to achieve an FER of P = 0.001.
Note that the transmit energy gain that can be realized in
practice is limited by the requirement for the signal to be
readily differentiated from noise by the Carrier Sense Multiple
Access and Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) mechanism [1,
Section 7.5.1.4] of all other transmitters in the network. More
speciﬁcally, if a low-energy transmission is not detected by
the CSMA-CA mechanism of a transmitter that is ready to
send, then it will generate a signiﬁcant amount of interference
for the low-energy transmission. This may be avoided by
employing slotted CSMA-CA [1, Section 7.5.1.4], in which

B. Encoding complexity and overall transmitter energy consumption
Let us now estimate how much energy would be consumed
in practice by the additional interleaving and rate-1 encoding
processes that are invoked by the augmented PHY’s transmitter. This can then be used to offset the transmit energy savings
detailed in Section III-A.
One possible implementation of our augmented PHY’s
transmitter would resemble the Chipcon CC2430 [22], but with
the addition of a module dedicated to performing interleaving
and rate-1 encoding. As described in Section II-B, we can
conservatively estimate that this module would require 4Np
clock cycles to process an Np -chip data payload. The duration
of the processing is therefore t = 4Np /fpr , where we assume
that the clock speed is fpr = 32 MHz, which equals that of the
Chipcon CC2430 [22]. The energy consumed by the dedicated
module is given by Epr = Ipr V t = 4Ipr V Np /fpr , where we
assume the same supply voltage of V = 3 V as the Chipcon
CC2430 and we conservatively assume Ipr = 12.3 mA, which
equals the peak current consumption of the 8051 microconaug
troller on the Chipcon CC2430 [22, Table 4]. The energy Epr
consumed when processing data payloads comprising various
numbers of chips Np is provided in Table II.
Np
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1 216
2 304
4 288
8 128

PHY
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Etx
31.1 µJ
59.1 µJ
112.0 µJ
208.4 µJ
395.0 µJ
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22.7 µJ
3.0 µJ
41.8 µJ
5.6 µJ
77.4 µJ 10.6 µJ
141.5 µJ
19.8 µJ
264.6 µJ
37.5 µJ

Gain
std − (E aug + E aug )
Etx
pr
tx
5.4 µJ
11.7 µJ
24.0 µJ
47.1 µJ
91.9 µJ

TABLE II
T OTAL ENERGY GAIN ACHIEVED BY TRANSMITTING THE PHY PAYLOAD
USING THE AUGMENTED PHY INSTEAD OF THAT WITHOUT
AUGMENTATION .

The energy consumed during transmission is given by
Etx = Itx V Np /ftx , where the IEEE 802.15.4 transmission
rate is ftx = 2×106 chips per second [1]. As may be expected,
the current Itx consumed during the transmission of a data
payload depends on the particular transmit energy per chip Epc
employed. In its maximum transmit power mode of 0.6 dBm,
the Chipcon CC2430 consumes I = 32.4 mA [22, Table 45].
std
consumed
At this transmit power, the amount of energy Etx
by the standard PHY without augmentation is provided in
Table II for various values of Np . However, invoking the

augmented PHY facilitates reductions of 3.22 – 6.75 dB
in the required transmit energy per chip Epc , as shown in
Table I. Corresponding reductions from the Chipcon CC2430’s
maximum transmit power of 0.6 dBm allow us to lower
its current consumption to 21.7 – 23.7 mA [22, Table 45].
aug
consumed by
Table II provides the amount of energy Etx
the augmented PHY for various values of Np , as well as the
aug
std
aug
− (Epr
+ Etx
), both
overall associated energy savings Etx
std
of which are about 20% of Etx . Note that even higher energy
savings may be expected in practice, owing to the conservative
assumptions made in this analysis.
C. Decoding complexity
Let us now quantify the decoding complexity increase associated with the augmented PHY. As described in Section IIC, the iterative decoding process of the augmented PHY can
be completed using only ﬁxed-point ACS operations. During
our Monte Carlo simulations, we recorded the number of ACS
operations per payload chip that was required to reach iterative
decoding convergence, where no further PER performance
improvement could be obtained by undertaking additional
decoding iterations. These ACS operation counts are plotted as
a function of Epc /N0 in Figure 4 for each considered number
of payload chips Np .
10000

Average payload decoding complexity per chip [ACS]

transmissions can only commence at regular intervals. As a
result, the CSMA-CA mechanism of a potentially interfering
transmitter will be invoked at the start of the augmented
transmissions, during the synchronisation and PHY headers,
which are transmitted with relatively high energies using the
standard PHY without augmentation, as described above. If we
assume that this transmit energy allows the synchronisation
and PHY headers to be differentiated from noise by the
CSMA-CA mechanism of the other transmitter that is ready
to transmit, then interference will be avoided.
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As shown in Figure 4, the decoding complexity of the
augmented PHY peaks at about Epc /N0 = −8 dB, which is
also the threshold between the regions of high and low PERs
in Figure 3. At Epc /N0 values below −8 dB, the iterative
decoding process is barely able to achieve any error correction
and hence quickly converges, yielding a relatively low decoding complexity. By contrast, the iterative decoding process
achieves substantial error correction improvements for Epc /N0

values above −8 dB, rapidly converging to a low PER and,
again, yielding a relatively low decoding complexity. Hence,
the decoding complexity peak observed may be explained by
the facilitated, but gradual, error correcting progress that can
be achieved at Epc /N0 = −8 dB.
In contrast to the augmented PHY, the decoding complexity
per payload chip of the standard PHY without augmentation
is independent of both the Epc /N0 value and the number Np
of payload chips considered. This is because the standard
PHY employs only a single decoding iteration rather than
a variable number of iterations. As shown in Figure 4, the
peak decoding complexity of the augmented PHY is 100 times
higher than that of the PHY without augmentation. However,
this peak complexity is not relevant, since the PER Pp at the
corresponding Epc /N0 value of −8 dB is high, as shown in
Figure 3. Indeed, the decoding complexity of the augmented
PHY is no more than 56 times higher than that of the standard
PHY for Epc /N0 values in excess of −7.2 dB, where PERs
of Pp < 10−3 can be achieved. While signiﬁcant, we consider
this increased complexity to be reasonable, since it is only
incurred by the central WSN node, which we assume to have
abundant energy resources, as described in Section I. Also note
that the decoding complexity may be signiﬁcantly reduced
by halting the iterative decoding process, before convergence
is achieved. Note however, that the resultant PER may be
affected if the iterative decoding process is halted too early.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have characterized an augmentation of
the IEEE 802.15.4 [1] 2 450 MHz physical layer. This augmentation was shown to facilitate a signiﬁcantly improved
FER performance and/or a signiﬁcant transmit energy gain
of 1.81 – 3.99 dB, at the cost of a decoding complexity
increase of up to 56 times (as well as a marginally higher
encoding complexity). As discussed in Section I, this trade off
is particularly desirable in WSNs, where the sensor nodes have
scarce energy resources (obtained through energy harvesting
for example) and where all data frames are routed via a central
node having an abundant energy resource (such as the mains).
Indeed, we demonstrated that our approach can reduce the
overall energy consumption of the transmitting sensor nodes
by more than 20% in practice.
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